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Abstract
Two crystalline polyimide nanofibers (PINFs) with different morphologies were prepared. The crystalline unit cells of the
aromatic PI crystals and the crystal morphologies of the fabricated PINFs were examined. PINF-I (lengths= 305 ± 152 nm
and diameters= 12 ± 2 nm) was crystallized from crystalline PI dissolved in a concentrated sulfuric acid solution. The
resulting PINF-I was isolated from this solution, and it did not aggregate in water. PINF-II with diameters of 105 ± 99 nm
was prepared by dispersing PINF-I in a mixed water and t-butanol (TBA) solution (water:TBA= 4:1), followed by freeze-
drying. Then, the PINF-II was heated to enhance its crystallinity. X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy
studies of the heat-treated PINF-II revealed a PI crystalline unit cell [orthorhombic, a= 1.21 nm, b= 0.88 nm, and
c= 2.23 nm (molecular chain axis direction)]. The crystal structure of the heat-treated PINF-II suggested that highly
crystalline PINFs were fabricated in which the PI molecular chains were oriented along the direction of the fiber lengths.

Introduction

Aromatic polyimides (PIs) are high-performance polymers
with outstanding mechanical properties, high thermal sta-
bilities, electrical insulation, radiation resistance, and che-
mical resistance [1–4], owing to which they are widely
employed in various applications, such as microelectronics,
solar cells, aerospace materials, and gas separation mem-
branes [5–8]. PIs are generally insoluble in organic solvents
because of their rigid structures and have the disadvantage
of poor moldability owing to their very high glass-transition
temperatures and melting points. Thus, moldable PIs with
outstanding solvent solubilities that can maintain their
physical properties (e.g., mechanical properties) and heat
resistance have been investigated. In particular, PIs have
been developed in which a bulky substituent, bent structure,

or asymmetric structure has been introduced into their main
chains to impart solvent solubility [9–12].

The diameters of the nanofibers are in the nanometer
range. Nanofibers are high-performance nanomaterials that
exhibit large specific surface areas and oriented molecular
chains within the fibers; thus, they are used for various
applications such as developing high-performance filters,
reinforcing composite materials, and fabricating transparent
materials [13–15]. Electrospinning is widely used for fab-
ricating nanofibers [16]; however, it requires special
equipment, high voltage, and a polymer that dissolves in an
organic solvent. Hence, nanofiber fabrication by electro-
spinning is challenging because the typical PIs are not
soluble in organic solvents. Therefore, PI nanofibers
(PINFs) have been prepared by using a two-step fabrication
approach involving electrospinning of an organic
solvent–soluble PI precursor (i.e., polyamic acid) and
thermal imidization [17]. However, this approach has sev-
eral working steps and is expensive. Alternatively, to
improve the solubilities of PIs, bending components have
been introduced into their molecular chains [18]. However,
the physical properties of the resultant PINFs are sig-
nificantly affected owing to the decreased molecular chain
rigidity and crystallinity.

Herein, we have developed an alternative approach for
fabricating nanofibers by using the crystalline rigid polymer
poly(p-phenylene benzobisoxazole) (PBO), which dissolves
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only in strong acids [19]; highly crystalline PBO nanofibers
(PBONFs) were fabricated via self-assembly of the PBO
molecular chains (crystallization) by quenching the polymer
solutions.

In the present study, we investigated nanofiber fabri-
cation with a crystalline PI that exhibited solubility in
concentrated sulfuric acid and maintained the rigidity of
the molecular chains by introducing bulky substituents
into the main chain. Two crystalline PINFs exhibiting
different morphologies (PINF-I and PINF-II) were pre-
pared via a process similar to that for PBONF fabrication.
Their crystal structures were examined by estimating the
PI crystalline unit cells. A PINF-I water dispersion was
prepared via solution crystallization of the crystalline PI
dissolved in concentrated sulfuric acid. The PINF-I water
dispersion was freeze-dried and heat-treated to obtain
highly crystalline PINF, and a powder was obtained in
which the PINF-I was aggregated into sheets. When t-
butanol (TBA) was added to the PINF-I water dispersion
prior to freeze-drying, PINF-II was formed after freeze-
drying, in which the PINF-I had aggregated into a fibrous
form. Subsequently, PINF-II was heat treated to enhance
its crystallinity. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) analyses were performed on
the heat-treated PINF-II to probe the PI crystalline unit
cell. The crystallographic structure of the heat-treated
PINF-II was also examined.

Experimental

Material

PI was provided by Wingo Technology (Okayama, Japan)
(molecular weight calculated from the degree of poly-
merization of the precursor= 50,000; glass-transition tem-
perature= 259 °C; melting point= 406 °C; and thermal
expansion coefficient of the PI film= 9.0 × 10−6/K) (Fig. 1).

Preparation of PINF-I by solution crystallization

PI was dissolved in 97 wt% sulfuric acid at a concentration
of 10 wt% at 50 °C. The PI–sulfuric acid solution was added
dropwise into ethanol at 0 °C to precipitate the PINF-I.
Subsequently, the resultant PINF-I precipitate was separated
through centrifugation, and the precipitate was washed with
water until the liquid was neutral by dialysis.

Preparation of PINF-II by freeze-drying a PINF-I
water dispersion

A 0.01 wt% PINF-I water dispersion was prepared via
ultrasonic irradiation (2510j-MT, Branson Ultrasonics Co.,

CT, USA, 42 kHz, 125W) at 25 °C for 15 min. Then, TBA
was added to the PINF-I water dispersion while keeping the
water-to-TBA weight ratio at 4:1. The dispersion was
allowed to stand overnight in a freezer (−18 °C) before
freeze-drying to produce PINF-II. Freeze-drying (FDU-
1200, EYELA) was conducted at a pressure and tempera-
ture of 12 Pa and 25 °C, respectively.

Heat treatment of PINF-II

PINF-II was heat treated under a nitrogen atmosphere at
350 °C for 1 h in an FT-101S heating furnace manufactured
by Fultech Co. Ltd. (Hamamatsu, Japan).

TEM analysis

TEM (JEM 2000EXII, JEOL Co., Tokyo Japan) was used to
observe the morphologies and obtain electron diffraction (ED)
images of the prepared crystals. The samples for the TEM
observations were prepared by placing water suspensions of
the PINF-I and the heat-treated PINF-II fragments on a Cu
grid with a platinum wire loop, followed by freeze-drying.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM was performed with a scanning electron microscope
(JSM-IT100, JEOL Co. Tokyo, Japan) to observe the
morphologies of PINF-II before and after the heat treatment,
and an accelerating voltage of 10 kV was used. The samples
were Au-coated before performing the SEM studies.

XRD measurements

XRD profiles of the PINFs were obtained with a Mini-
Flex600 from Rigaku Co. (Tokyo, Japan).

Results and discussion

The representative TEM image and ED pattern for PINF-I
are shown in Fig. 2a, b, respectively. The observed
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Fig. 1 Chemical structure of the polyimide (PI) used in this study
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diameters and lengths of the prepared PINF-I were
12 ± 2 nm and 305 ± 152 nm, respectively. After prepara-
tion, the PINF-I was isolated and was stable in water
without aggregation. Furthermore, the ED pattern showed a
crystalline reflection for a relatively sharp ring. Thus, we
confirmed the production and isolation of the crystalline
nanofibers.

Highly crystalline PINFs were prepared via the fol-
lowing steps. PINF-I was obtained as a water dispersion.
The PINF-I must be dried to perform heat treatments and
improve its crystallinity. Accordingly, we analyzed drying
of the PINF-I. A powder in which the PINF-I was

aggregated into sheets was obtained when the PINF-I
water dispersion was freeze-dried, as illustrated in Fig. S1
(see the supporting information). A dried nanofiber sample
was produced while maintaining the fine fiber structure by
performing freeze-drying with a mixed solvent containing
water and TBA [20]. Thus, adding TBA to the PINF-I
water dispersion prior to freeze-drying induced PINF-II
formation, in which the PINF-I was aggregated into a
fibrous form, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. The resulting fibrous
PINF-II had diameters of 105 ± 99 nm in the network. The
structural organization of the PINF-II is discussed at the
end of the Results and Discussion section. The

Fig. 2 Representative
transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) image and
electron diffraction (ED) pattern
obtained for the PI nanofibers
(PINFs). a TEM image for
PINF-I, b ED pattern for
aggregated PINF-I, c TEM
image for the heat-treated PINF-
II fragment, d ED pattern for the
circled area in c, e. TEM image
of another heat-treated PINF-II
fragment, and f ED pattern for
the circled area of e
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morphology of the heat-treated PINF-II was similar to that
of the as-prepared PINF-II (Fig. 3b); thus, the heat treat-
ment did not change the morphology of PINF-II. The
XRD profiles of the untreated and heat-treated PINF-II are
shown in Fig. 4a, b, respectively, which suggest that the
heat treatment enhanced the crystallinity. In the thermo-
gravimetry and differential thermal analysis results
obtained for the heat-treated and untreated PINF-II, the
endothermic peak at approximately 324 °C was removed
by the heat treatment (SI Fig. S2). Hence, the unstable
amorphous and disordered crystalline regions were melt-
recrystallized during the heat treatment, which probably
resulted in enhanced crystallinity. The approximated
crystalline parameters for the orthorhombic unit cell were
a= 1.21 nm, b= 0.88 nm and c= 2.23 nm (molecular
chain axis direction), based on the XRD profiles, and the
length of the PI repeating unit was 2.28 nm.

TEM images of the heat-treated PINF-II were obtained
to probe the crystallographic unit cells. For the TEM
analyses, fragments of the heat-treated PINF-II were pre-
pared by cleaving the long and entangled network. The
PINF-II was then cut by irradiating a water dispersion of
the heat-treated PINF-II with ultrasonic waves for 30 min.
Representative TEM images and ED patterns for the
heat-treated PINF-II fragments are shown in Fig. 2c–f.
Figure 2c shows a fiber fragment of the heat-treated PINF-
II. In the ED pattern therein (Fig. 2d), the h00 reflections
were perpendicular to the lengths of the fiber fragments,
whereas the 00l reflections were parallel to the lengths of
the fiber fragments. Thus, the crystal a-axis was perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal direction of the fiber fragment,
and the crystal c-axis corresponded to the longitudinal
direction. Additionally, the crystal a- and c-axes were
perpendicular to each other. Furthermore, the PI molecular
chains were oriented along the lengths of the fibers.
Moreover, another fragment of the heat-treated PINF-II
was observed, as shown in Fig. 2e. Based on the ED
pattern (Fig. 2f), the hk0 reflection was observed in the

direction perpendicular to the lengths of the fiber frag-
ments, and the 00l reflection was observed in the long-
itudinal direction. Thus, the [110] direction corresponded
to a direction perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of
the fiber fragment, whereas the crystal c-axis corresponded
to the longitudinal direction. Moreover, the crystal b- and
c-axes and the crystal a- and b-axes were orthogonal. The
observed and calculated d-spacings of the fragments in the
heat-treated PINF-II (Fig. 2d, f) are summarized in
Table 1. The XRD and TEM results showed that the PI
crystalline unit cell and corresponding parameters are as
follows: a= 1.21 nm, b= 0.88 nm, c= 2.23 nm (mole-
cular chain axis direction), orthorhombic. Furthermore, the
PI molecular chains were oriented along the lengths of the
PINF-II. Additionally, the PI molecular chain length cal-
culated from the molecular weight was ca. 200 nm, but the
widths of the PINF-I were only ca. 10 nm, indicating that
the rigid PI molecular chains were oriented along the
PINF-I length direction. These results show that freeze-
drying PINF-I in a water–TBA solvent mixture led to
aggregation of the PINF-I to form PINF-II. In the resulting
PINF-II, PINF-I was oriented along the length direction of
the PINF-II. During the subsequent heat treatment, the
unstable amorphous and disordered crystalline regions
were melt recrystallized, resulting in highly crystalline PI
nanofibers.

Conclusion

Herein, the nanofiber fabrication methods established for
the rigid polymer PBO were applied to rigid crystalline PI,
and PI nanofibers were fabricated. Hence, PINF-I (dia-
meters= 12 ± 2 nm and lengths= 305 ± 152 nm) was pre-
pared via solution crystallization of crystalline PI dissolved
in concentrated sulfuric acid. PINF-II with diameters of
105 ± 99 nm was prepared by dispersing the PINF-I in a
mixed solution of water and TBA, followed by freeze-

Fig. 3 Representative scanning
electron microscopy images of
a untreated and b heat-treated
PINF-II samples
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drying. Crystallinity was improved by heat-treating the
PINF-II. The XRD and TEM results obtained for the heat-
treated PINF-II suggested that the PI crystalline unit cell
parameters were orthorhombic, a= 1.21 nm, b= 0.88 nm,
and c= 2.23 nm (molecular chain axis direction).

An analysis of the crystallographic structure of the
heat-treated PINF-II revealed the following: (1) In the
highly crystalline PINF-II, the PI molecular chains were
oriented along the fiber axis. (2) Nanofiber fabrication
methods used for the rigid crystalline polymer PBO can be
applied to the rigid crystalline PI polymer. (3) Nanofibers
can be prepared via solution crystallization of rigid crys-
talline polymers. These results suggest that a rigid crys-
talline polymer can be fabricated into nanofibers via
solution crystallization.
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